
 

PROBABILITY CONDITIONAL EXAMPLES TIME 

100% zero conditional If you heat ice, it melts. any time 

50% first conditional If it rains, I will stay at home. future 

10% second conditional If I won the lottery, I would buy a car. future 

0% third conditional If I had won the lottery, I would have bought a car. past 

 

 Complete with the correct conditional 

1. If the weather is nice tomorrow, she (walk)   along the river to school. 
 

2. If you help me move tomorrow, I (treat)    you to a dinner and a movie. 
 

3. If I were in Tahiti right now, I (snorkel) along a beautiful reef.  
 

4. If I (be) rich, I (buy) that new Mercedes we saw yesterday.  
 

5. If Heather spoke Chinese, she (translate) the email for you. 
 

6. I'm sorry; I didn't know you were allergic to chocolate. If I (know) , I (make) you a 
vanilla birthday cake. 
 

7. Stop asking me what Amanda bought you for Christmas. Even if I (know)   what she bought you, I 

(tell, not)    you. 
 

8. Nobody here speaks English. Too bad Gloria isn't here. If she (be) with us, she (can) 

act as our interpreter. 
 

9. If I (have) enough money, I (go) on safari to Kenya. However, my bank account is 
empty! 
 

10. I love to travel! When I (have) enough money, I (go) 

abroad. I do it almost every year.  
 

 

 Choose the correct answer 
 

What would you do if it ________ on your wedding day? 
A)  will rain                                     B) would rain                             C) rained 

 

If she comes I  _______  call you 
A)  will                                            B) would                                     C) would have 

 

What will you do if you  ________  the history exam? 
A)  will fail                                      B) fail                                         C) would fail 

 

If they had not _______ the car I would have driven you. 
A)  taken                                          B) take                                        C) would take 

 

If I forget her birthday, Sandra  ________ upset. 
A)  gets                                            B) would get                               C) would have gotten 
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